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REIFENBERG’S ISOPERIMETRIC INEQUALITY REVISITED
H. PUGH
MATHEMATICS DEPARTMENT
STONY BROOK UNIVERSITY
Abstract. We prove a generalization of Reifenberg’s isoperimetric inequality. The main result of
this paper is used in [HP16] to establish existence of a minimizer for an anisotropically-weighted
area functional among a collection of surfaces which satisfies a set of axioms, namely being closed
under certain deformations and Hausdorff limits. This problem is known as the axiomatic Plateau
problem.
1. Introduction
Let n ě m ě 2 be integers and let Hd denote d-dimensional Hausdorff measure. In [Rei60], the
following isoperimetric inequality is proved:
Theorem 1 ( [Rei60] Lemma 8, Chapter 1). There exists a constant K ă 8 which depends only on
n, such that if A Ă Rn is compact, there exists a compact set X Ă Rn which spans A and satisfies
H
mpXqm´1 ď K ¨Hm´1pAqm.
Furthermore, X is contained in the convex hull of A and in the closed neighborhood of A of radius1
K ¨Hm´1pAq1{pm´1q.
The precise definition of “span” used by Reifenberg is not needed here, but roughly this means that
X contains A and fills in the m-dimensional holes of A. We prove the following generalization of
this result:
Theorem 2. There exists a constant K ă 8 which depends only on n such that if A Ă Rn and
Y Ă Rn are compact, and if L ą 0 is an upper bound for Hm´1pAq1{pm´1q, then there exists
a sequence of diffeomorphisms pφiqiPN of Rn leaving A fixed such that the Hausdorff limit Y˜ of
pφipY qqiPN exists and satisfies
H
mpY˜ qm´1 ď K ¨Hm´1pAqm.
Furthermore, Y˜ is contained, up to a closed pm´1q-rectifiable exceptional set of finite Hm´1 measure,
in the convex hull of A and in the closed neighborhood of A of radius K ¨L. Finally, if A is pm´ 1q-
rectifiable, then Y˜ is m-rectifiable.
In fact, we will prove more, namely that the diffeomorphisms φi and the exceptional set are essentially
independent of Y . Specifically:
1If Hm´1pAq “ 0, we understand the neighborhood of radius zero of A to mean the set A itself.
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Theorem 3. There exists a constant K ă 8 which depends only on n such that if A Ă Rn is
compact and contained in a ball B Ă Rn, and if L ą 0 is an upper bound for Hm´1pAq1{pm´1q,
then there exist a sequence pφiqiPN of diffeomorphisms of Rn leaving AY pRnzBq fixed, and a closed
pm´ 1q-rectifiable set S of finite Hm´1 measure, so that if Y Ă B is closed and Y X BB Ă A, then
there exists a subsequence of pφipY qqiPN whose Hausdorff limit Y˜ exists and satisfies
H
mpY˜ qm´1 ď K ¨Hm´1pAqm.
Furthermore, Y˜ zS is contained in the convex hull of A and in the closed neighborhood of A of radius
K ¨ L. Moreover, Y˜ X BB Ă A. Finally, if A is pm´ 1q-rectifiable, then Y˜ is m-rectifiable.
We will prove even slightly more, and for details we refer the reader to the proposition P pm, 0, n, nq
below, which we will prove in the course of proving Theorem 3.
Theorem 2 generalizes Theorem 1 in the case2 that Hm´1pAq ą 0 by letting L be the constant
H
m´1pAq1{pm´1q and Y be the inward cone3 over A about any point p P Rn. The exceptional set can
then be removed from Y˜ by a standard dimension theory argument (see [Rei60] Lemma 2A, [HP14]
Lemma 1.2.18, [HW48] VII 3) to produce the desired set X .
A related, logically independent inequality is proved in [Alm68] (2.9 (b2)) in the case that A “
Y X BB, where the term Hm´1pAq is replaced by d
dt
H
mpX X Btppqqtt“r, where Btppq denotes the
ball of radius t about p, and Brppq “ B.
2. Notation
If X Ă Rn and p P Rn, let CpX, pq denote the inward cone over X about p. That is, CpX, pq “Ť
xPX lpx, pq, where lpx, pq denotes the closed line segment between x and p. Let ConvpXq denote
the convex hull of X . If r ą 0, let NpX, rq denote the closed neighborhood about X of radius r. Let
BpXq denote the boundary of X in the unique minimal affine subspace of Rn which contains X .
We adopt the convention that the Hausdorff measure of X in dimension d is normalized by 1{2d.
That is,
H
dpXq “ lim
rŒ0
inf
#ÿˆdiampUiq
2
˙d
:
Ť
Ui Ą X, diampUiq ă r
+
.
We say the set X is d-rectifiable if there is a countable collection of Lipschitz maps fi : R
d Ñ Rn
such that XzŤ i fipRdq is an Hd null set. To simplify notation, we will also say X is p´1q-rectifiable
if X is empty.
We will make use of the following additional terminology: If d is an integer such that 0 ď d ď n and
B is a closed ball in Rn, a d-slice of B is a subset W of Rn such that W X intpBq is non-empty,
2When Hm´1pAq “ 0, Theorem 1 follows from dimension theory (see [HW48] VII 3, VIII 3’,) whereby such a set A
has no m-dimensional holes, so the set X “ A satisfies the requirements of Theorem 1. In this case, Theorem 2 gives
a different set Y˜ for each choice of L ą 0.
3See definition below.
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and such that
W “ tpx1, . . . , xnq P Rn : li ď xi ď ri for all i P I, and xj “ cj for all j P t1, . . . , nuzIu
for some I Ă t1, . . . , nu satisfying |I| “ d, where
´8 ď li ă ri ď 8 and cj P R for all i P I and j P t1, . . . , nuzI.
Thus, W is a d-dimensional rectangle which may have infinite length in some or all of its directions.
If i P I and ei is the i-th coordinate vector of Rn, we say the width of W in the direction of ei
is ri ´ li. If 0 ď k ď d, we say the k-width of W is
inf
I˜ĂI,|I˜|“k
sup
iPI˜
pri ´ liq,
unless k “ 0, in which case we say the 0-width of W is zero. Note that since W intersects the
interior of B, the set BpW X Bq is, per our notation above, the boundary of W X B in the unique
d-dimensional affine subspace of Rn which contains W .
If ǫ ą 0, let W pǫq denote the n-slice of B given by W `Qǫ, where Qǫ is the coordinate pn´ dq-cube
orthogonal to W with side-length 2ǫ and centered at zero. If Z Ă B is closed, Let BpZ,W q denote
the subset of ZXBpW XBq in the closure of ZX int pW pǫq X Bq (noting that BpZ,W q is independent
of the choice of ǫ ą 0.)
The notation BpZ,W q will first be used in Lemma 6. Given a closed set Z Ă B and a d-slice W of
B, we will want to replace Z with a set Z˜ such that Z˜ XW is contained in CpZ X BpW XBq, pq for
some p PW XB. We will produce the set Z˜ by deforming Z via a sequence of diffeomorphisms. We
will perform this process inductively for a sequence of d-slices of B. However, since Z X BpW X Bq
might have been altered by a previous deformation occurring on a slice W 1 of B adjacent to W , we
will want some finer control over the resulting set Z˜ XW . So, we will show that Z˜ XW is actually
contained in CpBpZ,W q, pq Ă CpZXBpW XBq, pq, the set BpZ,W q being unchanged by deformations
occurring on adjacent slices.
3. Lemmas and Constructions
The following results will be used in the proof of Theorem 3:
Lemma 4. Suppose pZiqiPN is a sequence of compact subsets of Rn and that pZiqiPN converges in
the Hausdorff metric to Z. If tfj : Rn Ñ Rnu is a sequence of continuous maps and pfjpZqqjPN
converges in the Hausdorff metric to W , then W is a limit point of pfjpZiqqpi,jqPNˆN.
Proof. This follows immediately from the observation that for each j P N, the sequence pfjpZiqqiPN
converges to fjpZq in the Hausdorff metric. 
Lemma 5. If X Ă Rn is a Borel set and Xh denotes the points of X at distance h from a fixed
affine hyperplane of Rn, then ż 8
0
H
m´1pXhq dH1phq ď HmpXq.
Proof. This is a special case of the Eilenberg inequality [Eil38]. 
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Lemma 6. If Q is a d-slice of a closed ball B Ă Rn, where 0 ď d ď n, a point p P Q XB is given,
and A Ă B is closed, then for ǫ ą 0 there exists a sequence of diffeomorphisms pφiqiPN of Rn fixing
A Y pRnzBq such that if Z Ă B is closed and BpZ,Qq Ă A, then any subsequential Hausdorff limit
Z˜ of pφipZqqiPN satisfies the following properties:
(a) The set Z˜ XQ is contained in tpu Y CpAXQ, pq Y pZ X BpQXBqq;
(b) The set Z˜ is equal to Z on the complement of tpu Y pQX intpBqq Y int pQpǫq XBq ; and,
(c) The set BpZ˜, Qpǫqq is contained in tpu Y CpAXQ, pq Y BpZ,Qpǫqq.
Proof. We proceed via a generalization of the approximate cone argument given in [DLGM15]. Let
E denote the d-dimensional linear subspace of Rn such that p ` E contains Q and let G be the
pn´ dq-dimensional linear subspace of Rn orthogonal to E. Let 0 ă δ ă ǫ be small enough so that if
x P G and |x| ď δ, then x`Q intersects intpBq non-trivially. Thus there exists a closed pn´ dq-disk
D smoothly embedded in B, centered at p, and transverse to p` E at p such that:
(1) Dztpu Ă intpppNp0, δq XGq `Qq XBq;
(2) the orthogonal projection π of D onto p`G is a diffeomorphism onto its image; and
(3) πpDq contains p` pNp0, 3δ{4q XGq.
The maps φi can be realized as the time i flows of a fixed compactly supported C
8 vector field4 V
on Rn, which we shall now define.
Let Vˆ be the C8 vector field on D`E given by Vˆ py` eq “ ´e for all y P D and e P E, noting that
Vˆ is well-defined by (2). Extend Vˆ to a (discontinuous) vector field on Rn by setting Vˆ pxq “ 0 for
all x P RnzpD ` Eq.
Let F denote the complement in Rn of the interior of the set
ppNp0, δ{2q XGq `Qq XB
and let θ : Rn Ñ R be a non-negative C8 function which vanishes precisely on the closed set
D Y A Y F . Such a function exists by a standard argument: The complement of D Y A Y F is a
countable union of open balls Bk of radius rk and center xk. Let
θkpxq “
#
exp
´
´1
r2
k
´}x´xk}2
¯
if x P Bk;
0 if x P RnzBk.
Let θpxq “ řkPN ak ¨ θkpxq, where
ak “
$&
%
1
2k
´
sup|α|ďk, |x|ďk |Bαθkpxq|
¯´1
if sup|α|ďk, |x|ďk |Bαθkpxq| ‰ 0;
1
2k
otherwise.
It is straightforward to check that the series defining θpxq converges in the Fre´chet topology on
C8pRnq. Let V “ θ ¨ Vˆ . The vector field V is compactly supported and C8 by (3) and by the
definition of F , and vanishes precisely on the set D YAY F .
4Such a vector field V is complete, see e.g. [Sha97] Ch. 2 Prop. 1.6, so V generates a 1-parameter group of diffeo-
morphisms tpφt : Rn Ñ Rnq : t P Ru. We restrict t to N to generate our sequence of diffeomorphisms tφiu.
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We first prove Property (a). If q P Z˜ X Q, then there exists a sequence of points qi P Z such that
φipqiq Ñ q. If there exist arbitrarily large i P N such that φipqiq “ qi, then q must be in the zero set
of V and in Z XQ. We then have
q P tpu Y pAXQq Y pZ X BpQXBqq
and we are done. Otherwise, by taking a subsequence if necessary, we may assume φipqiq ‰ qi (thus
V pqiq ‰ 0) for all i P N and that qi converges to some q1 P Z. In particular, by the definition of V ,
(4) if q1 P BpQXBq, then q1 P BpZ,Qq.
Suppose V pqq “ 0. Then either q P tpu Y pA X Qq and we are done, or q P BpQ X Bqztpu. In this
case, we must have q1 P BpQXBqztpu, for if not, then the line segments lpqi, piq do not contain φipqiq
for large enough i, where pi denotes the point in D with pi ´ qi P E. This is a contradiction by the
definition of V . Thus, if q “ q1, then we are done by (4), otherwise the line segment lpq1, pq contains
q, since lpqi, piq contains φipqiq, and again we are done.
Now suppose V pqq ‰ 0. Then there is a small closed neighborhood N of q on which the magnitude
of V has a positive lower bound, and since trajectories of V are straight lines, there is a maximum
t ă 8 such that the image of N under the time t flow of V intersects non-trivially with N . Thus,
q1 R N and in particular q1 ‰ q. If V pq1q “ 0 (hence q1 P AXQ,) or if AX lpq1, qq ‰ H, then we are
done, otherwise there is a small neighborhood of lpq1, qq on which the magnitude of V has a positive
lower bound and this yields a contradiction, and so Property (a) is established.
We now prove Property (b). It is only possible for Z˜ and Z to differ on the support of V , so by (a),
we need only compare Z and Z˜ at those points q P Bppw `Qq X Bq for w P G with 0 ă }w} ă δ{2.
Since V pqq “ 0, it follows that if q P Z then q P Z˜. On the other hand, suppose q P Z˜. By (1), the
vector field V points away from Bppw `Qq X Bq, so if qi P Z and φipqiq Ñ q, then qi Ñ q, so q P Z
as well.
We now prove property (c). Suppose x P BpZ˜, Qpǫqq X pw `Qq for some w P Gzt0u. Then the same
argument as used to prove Property (b) proves that x P BpZ,Qpǫqq. Now suppose x P BpZ˜, QpǫqqXQ.
Our proof of Property (a) actually shows that Z˜ X pw `Qq is contained in
tπ´1pw ` pqu Y CppAX pw `Qqq Y BpZ,w `Qq, π´1pw ` pqq Y pZ X Bppw `Qq XBqq
for w P Gzt0u small enough. Therefore, there exist xi Ñ x and wi Ñ 0 with
xi P tπ´1pwi ` pqu Y CppAX pwi `Qqq Y BpZ,wi `Qq, π´1pwi ` pqq,
and so there exists yi P tπ´1pwi`pquYpAXpwi`QqqYBpZ,wi`Qq so that xi P lpyi, π´1pwi`pquq.
Taking a subsequence if necessary, we have yi Ñ y P tpu Y pA X Qq, and so x P lpy, pq and we are
done. 
Lemma 7. If r ą 0, p P Rn and X Ă Npp, rq, then
H
mpCpX, pqq ď 22m´1 ¨ r ¨Hm´1pXq.
Proof. This is a special case of [Rei60] Lemma 6, Chapter I. 
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4. Proof of Theorem 3
To prove Theorem 3, we shall take the set Y and successively apply Lemma 6 to it in various ways,
using Z “ Y as the input in the first application of Lemma 6, the set Z˜ as the input for the second,
˜˜
Z as the third, etc. The desired set Y˜ will be the final set in this finite sequence. The choice of data
used to produce the sequence of diffeomorphisms at each stage will be independent of Y , and this
will be sufficient by Lemma 4 to produce a single sequence of diffeomorphisms φi as desired.
The procedure will mirror the construction in the proof of [Rei60] Lemma 8, Chapter 1, in that the
set X in [Rei60] Lemma 8, Chapter I is constructed via a sequence of cones over sets inductively
constructed on orthogonal affine subspaces of decreasing codimension. At each stage, we will replace
the cone used by Reifenberg with the construction in Lemma 6. The proof of Theorem 3 will follow
the proof of [Rei60] Lemma 8, Chapter 1 for the most part, with the exception that for the sake of
brevity we combine the m “ 2 and m ą 2 cases into a single argument. See also footnote 6.
However, because of the global nature of the constructions involved, our proof will necessarily be
significantly more complex. Much of the difficulty will lie in ensuring the set Y˜ is in the convex
hull of A, because doing so requires us to pick cone points on the boundary of the regions in which
we are coning. Producing a sequence of diffeomorphisms which is independent of Y is also a source
of complexity. However, neither of these properties are necessary for the application of Theorem 3
in [HP16].
proof of Theorem 3. For integers 2 ď m ď N ď n and 0 ď k ď N , let P pm, k,N, nq be the following
proposition: There exists a constant 0 ă Kmk ă 8 depending only on m and k such that if we are
given a closed subset A of a ball B Ă Rn, an N -slice W of B, an upper bound 0 ă L ď 8 for both
the k-width of W and for the quantity 4 ¨Hm´1pAXW q1{pm´1q, a closed pm´2q-rectifiable set S Ă A
of finite Hm´2 measure, and some ζmk ą 0, then there exist: a closed set A˜ ĂW XB such that
(a) A˜X BB Ă AX BB,
(b) HmpA˜q ď Kmk ¨ L ¨Hm´1pAXW q, and
(c) if AXW is pm´ 1q-rectifiable then A˜ is m-rectifiable;
a closed pm´ 1q-rectifiable set S˜ Ă A˜ of finite Hm´1 measure such that
(d) A˜zS˜ Ă Conv ppAXW qzSq XN ppAXW qzS,Kmk ¨ Lq ;
and a sequence of diffeomorphisms pφiqiPN of Rn fixing A Y pRnzBq, such that if Y Ă B is closed
and BpY,W q Ă A, then there exists a limit point Y˜ of pφipY qqiPN such that
(e) the set Y˜ XW is contained in A˜Y pY X BpW XBqq,
(f) the set Y˜ is equal to Y on the complement of
pAXW X BBq Y pW X intpBqq Y int pW pζmk q XBq ,
and
(g) the set BpY˜ ,W pζmk qq is contained in
´
A˜X BpW XBq
¯
Y BpY,W pζmk qq.
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For integers 1 ď N ď n, let P p1, 0, N, nq be the following proposition: If we are given a closed subset
A of a ball B Ă Rn, an N -slice W of B such that AXW is empty, and some ζ10 ą 0, then there exist
a finite subset of W XB which we will denote by both A˜ and S˜, and a sequence of diffeomorphisms
pφiqiPN of Rn fixing AYpRnzBq, such that if Y Ă B is closed and BpY,W q is empty, then there exists
a limit point Y˜ of pφipY qqiPN such that
pe1q the set Y˜ XW is contained in A˜Y pY X BpW XBqq,
pf 1q the set Y˜ is equal to Y on the complement of
pW X intpBqq Y int `W pζ10 q XB˘ ,
and
pg1q the set BpY˜ ,W pζ10 qq is contained in
´
A˜X BpW XBq
¯
Y BpY,W pζ10 qq.
The proposition P p1, 0, N, nq is implied by Lemma 6 applied to Q “ W , d “ N , any point p P
W X intpBq and ǫ “ ζ10 , letting A˜ “ S˜ “ tpu.
We now prove P pm,N,N, nq for 2 ď m ď N ď n. In this case, W is an N -rectangle of side-length
ď L. Let p P pA XW qzS if pA XW qzS is non-empty, otherwise let p be an arbitrary point of the
non-empty set W X intpBq. Let
A˜ “ tpu Y CpAXW, pq
and let KmN “ 22m´1
?
N . Property (a) is satisfied due to our choice of the point p. Since W is
contained in an N -cube of side length ď L, Property (b) is satisfied by Lemma 7. Since the cone
CpX, pq of an pm´ 1q-rectifiable set X is m-rectifiable, the set A˜ is m-rectifiable whenever AXW
is pm´ 1q-rectifiable, so Property (c) is satisfied.
Let S˜ “ CpS XW, pq Ă A˜, which is a closed pm´ 1q-rectifiable set of finite Hm´1 measure. The set
A˜zS˜ is contained by construction in
ConvppAXW qzSq XNppAXW qzS,
?
N ¨ Lq
and so Property (d) is satisfied.
Let pφiqiPN denote the sequence of diffeomorphisms produced by Lemma 6 applied to Q “W , d “ N ,
the point p above, and using ǫ “ ζmN . Properties (e)-(g) follow from Lemma 6 and our choice of
point p above. So, we have established P pm,N,N, nq.
Now for 2 ď m ď N ď n and 1 ď k ď N , we will assume P pm, k,N, nq and P pm ´ 1, 0, N ´ 1, nq
and deduce P pm, k ´ 1, N, nq. Since we know P pm,N,N, nq, by downward induction on k, this will
prove the implication P pm´ 1, 0, N ´ 1, nq ñ P pm, 0, N, nq. Since we know P p1, 0, n´ pm´ 1q, nq,
this will prove P pm, 0, n, nq by induction on m. The proposition P pm, 0, n, nq implies Theorem 3.
So, suppose pA, B, W, L, S, ζmk´1q satisfies the assumptions of P pm, k ´ 1, N, nq. If the k-width of
W is bounded above by L, then pA, B, W, L, S, ζmk´1q satisfies the assumptions of P pm, k,N, nq
and the resulting sets A˜, S˜ and sequence of diffeomorphisms pφiqiPN satisfy the conclusions of
P pm, k´1, N, nq, and so we are done. So, let us assume the k-width of W is strictly greater than L,
and in particular that L ă 8. Let G denote the unique N -dimensional affine subspace of Rn which
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contains W and let x be a unit coordinate vector of Rn which is parallel to G, such that the width
of W in the direction of x is strictly greater than L.
Let Γ be an affine hyperplane of G orthogonal to x and consider the map
πΓ : GÑ Rn
y ÞÑ y ´ L tdistpy,Γq{Lu ¨ x,
where distpy,Γq is understood to be the signed distance from y to Γ, with positive (resp. negative)
sign if y differs from a vector of Γ by a positive (resp. negative) multiple of x. There exists, by
Lemma 5 applied to πΓpA XW q and πΓpS X W q, a bi-infinite sequence Σα of mutually disjoint,
parallel affine hyperplanes of G, perpendicular to x, each of which is distance L from the preceding
and next hyperplane in the sequence, whose union Σ satisfies
(5) Hm´2pAXW X Σq ď 2 ¨ L´1 ¨Hm´1pAXW q ď 23´2m ¨ Lm´2 ă 8
and5
(6) Hm´3pS XW X Σq ă 8.
Moreover by [Fed69] 3.2.22(2) applied to the map
y ÞÑ distpy,Γq
on the sets πΓpSXW q and πΓpAXW q, noting that a set X Ă G is k-rectifiable if and only if πΓpXq
is k-rectifiable, we can choose Σα so that S XW X Σ is pm´ 3q-rectifiable, and so that in the case
AXW is pm´ 1q-rectifiable, the set AXW X Σ is pm´ 2q-rectifiable.
Relabeling, let tΣj : j P J :“ t0, . . . ,M ` 1uu denote the set of consecutive hyperplanes of Σα such
that for each j P Jzt0,M`1u, the set pW XBqzΣj is disconnected, and such thatWXB is contained
in the closed region of G bounded by Σ0 and ΣM`1.
Note that for each j P Jzt0,M ` 1u, the set W X Σj is a pN ´ 1q-slice of B, and that if Y Ă B is
closed and BpY,W q Ă A, then
(7) BpY,W X Σjq “ BpY,W q X Σj Ă A.
Also note that if m “ 2 then (5) implies AXW X Σ is empty, and that if m ą 2 then
4 ¨Hm´2pAXW X Σq1{pm´2q ď L.
So, we may apply P pm´ 1, 0, N ´ 1, nq using, for each j P Jzt0,M ` 1u, the input data
pA, B, W X Σj , L, S, ζm´10 “ minpL{4, ζmk´1{2qq,
to produce: a closed set Xj ĂW X Σj XB for each j P Jzt0,M ` 1u, such that
(8) The set Xj X BB is contained in AX BB,
(9) Hm´1pXjq ď Km´10 ¨ L ¨Hm´2pAXW X Σjq, and
(10) If AXW is pm´ 1q-rectifiable, then Xj is also pm´ 1q-rectifiable;
a closed pm´ 2q-rectifiable set Tj Ă Xj of finite Hm´2 measure for each j P Jzt0,M ` 1u, such that
5In the case that m “ 2 we encounter the quantity H´1pSXW XΣq, which is zero if and only if SXW XΣ is empty,
and otherwise is infinite.
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(11) The set XjzTj is contained in
Conv ppAXW X ΣjqzSq XN
`pAXW X ΣjqzS,Km´10 ¨ L˘ ;
and a sequence of diffeomorphisms pψji qiPN of Rn for each j P Jzt0,M ` 1u, such that if pψiqiPN is
an enumeration of
pψMiM ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ ψ1i1qpi1,...,iM qPNˆ¨¨¨ˆN
in the case that M ě 1, otherwise if ψi “ Id for all i P N, then ψi fixes A Y pRnzBq for all i P N
and if Y Ă B is closed and satisfies BpY,W q Ă A, then there exists by (7), Lemma 4, our choice of
ζm´10 ă L{2, and P pm´ 1, 0, N ´ 1, nq(f) (resp. pf 1q if m “ 2,) a limit point Y 1 of pψipY qqiPN such
that
(12) For each j P Jzt0,M ` 1u,
Y 1 XW X Σj Ă Xj Y pY X BpW X Σj XBqq,
(13) The set Y 1 is equal to Y on the complement of
pAXW X ΣX BBq Y pW X ΣX intpBqq YŤ jPJzt0,M`1uint `pW X Σjqpζm´10 q XB˘ , and
(14) For each j P Jzt0,M ` 1u,
BpY 1, pW X Σjqpζm´10 qq Ă pXj X BpW X Σj XBqq Y BpY, pW X Σjqpζm´10 qq.
To simplify our notation later on, let X0 “ T0 “ XM`1 “ TM`1 “ H. For j “ t0, . . . ,Mu, let Wj
denote the closed region in W bounded by Σj and Σj`1. Note that each such Wj is an N -slice of B
whose k-width is bounded above by L.
Let A “ AYYjPJXj and S “ S YYjPJTj .
A short calculation using (12), (13) and (14) shows that if Y Ă B is closed and BpY,W q Ă A, then
(15) BpY 1,Wjq Ă pBpY,W q XWjq YXj YXj`1 Ă pAXWjq YXj YXj`1 Ă A.
Also observe that by (12) and (13),
(16) Y 1 X BpWj XBq Ă pY X BpW XBqq YXj YXj`1.
In a moment, we shall apply P pm, k,N, nq in sequence for each j “ t0, . . . ,Mu using the input data
pA, B, Wj , Lm, S, ζmk “ ζm´10 {2q,
where6 Lm is an upper bound of L and 4 ¨Hm´1pAXWjq1{pm´1q, determined as follows.
6There is a small error at the corresponding point of Reifenberg’s original proof of Theorem 1. On page 17, his set
Xi `Xi`1 ` Ai, which corresponds to our set Xi YXi`1 Y pA XWiq does not necessarily satisfy the hypotheses of
his proposition P pm0, N, k0q, since the quantity Λm´1pXi `Xi`1 ` Aiq1{pm´1q may be too small. We fix this issue
by introducing the quantity Lm in our proof.
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By definition, AXWj “ pAXWjq YXj YXj`1. We have by (5) and (9),
H
m´1pAXWjq1{pm´1q ď Hm´1pAXWjq1{pm´1q `Hm´1pXjq1{pm´1q `Hm´1pXj`1q1{pm´1q
ď Hm´1pAXW q1{pm´1q ` 2 ¨ `Km´10 ¨ L ¨Hm´2pAXW X Σq˘1{pm´1q
ď Hm´1pAXW q1{pm´1q ` 2 ¨ `Km´10 ¨ 2 ¨Hm´1pAXW q˘1{pm´1q .
Thus, by the definition of L,
4 ¨Hm´1pAXWjq1{pm´1q ď L` 2 ¨
`
Km´10 ¨ 2
˘1{pm´1q ¨ L.
Thus, we may use
(17) Lm :“
´
1` 2 ¨ pKm´10 ¨ 2 q1{pm´1q
¯
¨ L.
Therefore, by P pm, k,N, nq, using for each j “ t0, . . . ,Mu the input data
pA, B, Wj , Lm, S, ζmk “ ζm´10 {2q,
there exist: a closed set A˜j ĂWj XB for each j “ t0, . . . ,Mu, such that
(18) The set A˜j X BB is contained in AX BB,
(19) The inequality HmpA˜jq ď Kmk ¨ Lm ¨Hm´1pAXWjq holds, and
(20) If AXW is pm´ 1q-rectifiable, then A˜j is m-rectifiable by (10);
a closed pm´ 1q-rectifiable set S˜j Ă A˜j of finite Hm´1 measure for each j P t0, . . . ,Mu, such that
(21) The set A˜jzS˜j is contained in
Conv ppAXWjqzSq XN ppAXWjqzS,Kmk ¨ Lmq ; and
and a sequence of diffeomorphisms pφji qiPN of Rn for each j P t0, . . . ,Mu, such that if pφiqiPN is an
enumeration of `
φMiM ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ φ0i0 ˝ ψι
˘
pι,i0,...,iM qPNˆpNˆ¨¨¨ˆNq
,
then φi fixes AY pRnzBq for all i P N (since A Ă A,) and by Lemma 4, (15) and P pm, k,N, nq(f), if
Y Ă B is closed and BpY,W q Ă A, then there exists a limit point Y˜ of pφipY qqiPN such that
(22) By (16), the set Y˜ XWj is contained in
A˜j Y A˜j´1 Y pY X BpW XBqq YXj YXj`1
for each j “ t0, . . . ,Mu, where A˜´1 denotes the empty set,
(23) The set Y˜ is equal to Y on the complement of
pAXW X BBq Y pW X intpBqq Y intpW pζmk´1q XBq
by P pm, k,N, nq(f), (8), (13) and since ζmk ă ζm´10 ă ζmk´1, and
(24) The set BpY˜ ,Wjpζmk qq is contained in´
A˜X BpW XBq
¯
Y BpY,W pζmk´1qq,
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where
A˜ :“ pAXW q YŤ jPt0,...,MuA˜j,
by P pm, k,N, nq(f), P pm, k,N, nq(g), (13), (14), and since ζmk ă ζm´10 ă ζmk´1.
Therefore, Properties P pm, k´ 1, N, nq(f) and P pm, k´ 1, N, nq(g) are satisfied. Property P pm, k´
1, N, nq(a) follows from (18) and (8). Property P pm, k ´ 1, N, nq(c) follows from (5), (9) and (20).
Property P pm, k ´ 1, N, nq(e) follows from (22). We now show that Property P pm, k ´ 1, N, nq(b)
is satisfied for Kmk´1 ă 8 large enough:
It follows from P pm, k,N, nq(b), (5), and (9), that
H
mpA˜q ď Kmk ¨ Lm ¨
Mÿ
j“0
H
m´1pAXWjq
ď Kmk ¨ Lm ¨
Mÿ
j“0
`
H
m´1pAXWjq `Hm´1pXjq `Hm´1pXj`1q
˘
ď Kmk ¨ Lm ¨ 2 ¨
˜
H
m´1pAXW q `
Mÿ
j“0
H
m´1pXjq
¸
ď Kmk ¨ Lm ¨ 2 ¨
˜
H
m´1pAXW q `
Mÿ
j“0
Km´10 ¨ L ¨Hm´2pAXW X Σjq
¸
ď Kmk ¨ Lm ¨ 2 ¨
`
H
m´1pAXW q ` 2 ¨Km´10 ¨Hm´1pAXW q
˘
“ Kmk ¨ Lm ¨ 2 ¨
`
1` 2 ¨Km´10
˘ ¨Hm´1pAXW q.
So, by (17), Property P pm, k ´ 1, N, nq(b) is satisfied as long as we define
Kmk´1 ě Kmk ¨
´
1` 2 ¨ pKm´10 ¨ 2 q1{pm´1q
¯
¨ 2 ¨ `1` 2 ¨Km´10 ˘ .
Let us finally attack Property P pm, k ´ 1, N, nq(d): Let
S˜ :“ pSXW q Y YjPt0,...MuS˜j ,
which is by construction a closed, pm´ 1q-rectifiable subset of A˜ of finite Hm´1 measure.
By (11), we know that pAXW qzS Ă ConvppAXW qzSq and by (21) that A˜zS˜ Ă ConvppAXW qzSq.
Therefore,
A˜zS˜ Ă ConvppAXW qzSq.
Likewise, by (21), we have
A˜zS˜ Ă N ppAXW qzS,Kmk ¨ Lmq .
By (11), we have
pAXW qzS Ă N `pAXW qzS,Km´10 ¨ L˘ ,
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Therefore, by (17), Property P pm, k ´ 1, N, nq(d) holds if
Kmk´1 ě Kmk ¨
´
1` 2 ¨ `Km´10 ¨ 2˘1{pm´1q¯`Km´10 .
Choosing such an appropriate constant Kmk´1 ă 8, the proposition P pm, k ´ 1, N, nq holds. 
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